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Minutes of the Management Committee of Charney Hall & Field Trust 

2021/22 

 

Virtual Zoom meeting 17th November 2021 at 6.30 pm 

 
Present Trustees  
 Neil Dobson (Chair) Table Tennis Group  
 Christine Trotman (Treasurer) Village College 
 Annabel Brown (Secretary) 

Mary Castle  
Elected Village representative 
Parish Council representative 

 Lucy Gildersleeves St.  Peter’s PCC representative 
 David Jones Elected Village representative 
 David Sibbert  

 
Bruce Royan 

History Group representative 
 
Field Safety Officer 

   
 Members of the Public 

None 
 

 
 

Apologies Evelyn Campbell                              Parish Council representative 
 
 

 
CHAFT trustees agreed that CHAFT may hold Trustee Management meetings either in person or 
virtually using meetings software (such as Zoom).   CHAFT trustees shall collectively make the 
decision in advance on in-person or virtual in respect of any given meeting, and the chosen medium 
shall be clearly identified on the agenda and communicated to the local community so that members 
of the public wishing to attend may have access as appropriate in person or virtually on request to 
the CHAFT secretary.  The minutes of Trustee Management meetings, whether held in person or 
virtually, shall be made available on the website.  CHAFT delegated working parties may meet in 
whatever method the members of said working party feel is best suited to their operation, but shall 
report back to CHAFT trustees at regular intervals on the progress of their work.     
                 
 

 

1. Apologies for absence – Evelyn Campbell 

2. Declaration of interests – none 

3. Approval of Minutes of the Management Committee held in Virtual Zoom on 13th October 

2021                                                                                                  Proposed ND/ Seconded MC Agreed 

4. Matters Arising from the Minutes not otherwise on the Agenda 

CT noted that she had laminated and placed corrected Safeguarding Policy in the hall. 

5. Financial Update (CT) – reports were circulated prior to the meeting and no questions were 

asked. 

VWHDC Lottery – CT asked Trustees whether CHAFT should promote this as a fundraising 

opportunity. She was concerned that it might displace the 100 club which is very successful 

being our one guaranteed source of income. 20 residents would have to buy a ticket 

regularly in order for CHAFT to qualify for the profits. AB suggested that we could try it and 

see what happened. MC felt that it was not productive to be seen as always asking for 
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money. LG felt that the 100 club was clearly seen by residents as raising money for the 

village and the VWHDC Lottery might be seen as supporting Local Government as well as 

CHAFT. MC asked about the process involved with buying a ticket. CT explained that 

residents would have to visit the site weekly and actively buy a ticket. MC felt this was very 

labour intensive. ND asked how the £1 ticket price was spent. CT explained that 50p would 

go to CHAFT, 10p to other causes and 40p was an administrative fee. ND felt it was better 

for CHAFT to do their own fundraising.   
It was unanimously agreed not to join the VWHDC Lottery.  

ND noted that our finances are well managed and generally keeping to budget. 

 

6. Woodland Renovation Project Update (LG) – LG reported that a broad plan had been worked 

out for the Woodland. The Forestry Commission had stipulated that 400 whips should be 

planted for the entire area if all the trees had been felled but as only the aspens had been 

felled it was suggested by Andy Gardiner (who is part of the Forestry Commission) that 200 

whips would be appropriate. The plan is to go for somewhere in between these numbers as 

there will be some loss. Approximately 90 Oak, 90 Birch and 70 Alder (species stipulated by 

FC) plus some extra evergreens such as Holly (which will need to be negotiated with 

Wessex). Andy Gardiner suggested that planting should take place in March but February 

would give more leeway. In the meantime, some structural work will take place such as the 

Dry Hedging and Cairn building.  

BBONT have asked for some further information before supplying a quote for the 

Biodiversity Report on the CWD and this has been supplied. When this has been received we 

will be able to have some financial figures to submit to the Parish Council. 

ND reported that there had been an informal meeting with David Roberts and Trevor Brown 

regarding Riparian Responsibilities. Landowners are responsible for making sure that water 

can flow in and out of the water course for which they are responsible. The Parish Council 

(within the VWHDC Flood Alleviation Plant) will need to ensure that all responsible 

households have a plan to maintain their own part of the watercourse on a yearly basis. 

Mechanical means should not be used and excavation cannot occur where water voles are 

present. The water course should be kept free of branches and the silt etc. can be dug up 

and spread on the banks. 

ND also reported that Stephanie and John Wright have attacked the aspen suckers that are 

growing on the Bridle Path Ditch banks.  

LG noted that one more burning session will be needed before planting the whips.       Agreed 

LG also noted that plans for Wetland development are on hold at the moment as the 

available area is not large enough to be viable. ND noted that the hedgerow along the 

residential side of the field would need cutting back each Autumn and that his gardener Jeff 

had the correct equipment and could do the job for £20 and trimmings burnt. 
 

7. Events – LG noted that she is open to ideas at the moment and would welcome any emails 

with suggestions. ND asked if the new residents that were so helpful in the Fete organisation 

were still on board. LG said that this was the case.   

DS reported January 24th – 30th is Village Hall Week so maybe a ‘Cream Tea’ event would be 

appropriate during this week.  This would have to be agreed by email as our next meeting is 

in February.  

 

8. Hall Update (CT/DJ) – Report circulated prior to the meeting.  CT commented that costings 

were being sought and considered for Extractor Fans/Ventilation Units and Acoustic 
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Boarding. AB asked whether the Extractor Fans would be noisy. CT had no information 

regarding this at the present time. The current boarding could be changed for acoustic 

boarding.    

a) Broadband in the Village Hall – Initially, Superfast Broadband could be installed for an 

initial 18-month period. We would also need a projector, sound system and speakers. 

MC asked about the cost of a Performing Arts Licence. CT replied that it was roughly £47 

p.a. LG noted that it would depend on how many people were involved. ND suggested 

that the licence costs could be put to the hirers but CT thought this was too complicated. 

Films would not be covered or allowed by the hiring agreement. 

MC asked if we could look at the cost of different providers for the Broadband. LG 

thought that Vodaphone might be the cheapest but the speeds would need to be 

checked. David Harman had advised that it would be best to go with BT and Openreach 

and wait for their best offers. He is happy to offer help and training for any organisation 

which needs to use it.  
BR joined the meeting at 7.02pm 

   A proposal was made that an initial broadband trial would be installed for an initial period 

of 18months with a budget of £1000.                                        Proposed CT/Seconded ND Agreed 

CT asked who would be responsible for organising this. DS suggested that the Group 

(DS/CT/DJ) who had been responsible for improvements to the Village Hall would be best. DJ 

did not have any safety concerns at the moment. He wanted to check whether trustees were 

happy to replace the pin boards. MC asked about the cost of the acoustic boards and CT 

thought that they would be approximately £124 for roughly a metre square. LG noted that 

the angle and spacing of the boards is important to improve the acoustics. It was agreed that 

accurate costings for all Hall improvements would be researched and reported back to the 

next meeting. ND reported that Letcombe Village Hall had employed a firm to improve the 

acoustics and that he would talk to one of their committee members about it.                                                                                              

 

9. Field Update (DS) – Nothing new to report. 

a) New Bench – DS met with Amanda Graham regarding the positioning of the new bench. 

Unfortunately, Amanda is unwell at the present time so no further progress is possible 

at the present time.                                                                                           

a) Field Safety Oral Report (BR) – The new grass is growing well. The Annual Inspection of 

the Field is due in February so it would be good to book it in for Jan-Feb. ND asked what 

was covered by the Annual Inspection. BR replied that it was everything inside the Play 

Park and the fencing was given a risk assessment. The baseball post and goals are given 

a cursory inspection. DS suggested that we ask for costings for a Test on the goal posts.  

LG noted that the hand sanitiser had run out and BR said he would top it up. BR noted 

that the dog fouling was no worse than usual.  

 

10. Safeguarding (AB)- AB reported that she had contacted Oxfordshire Youth as an Umbrella 

Organisation who provided DBS checks and that forms should have been sent to LG and ND. 

It was confirmed that they have been received. LG noted that she felt enhanced checks 

should be carried out and that the cover should be as extensive as possible. AB agreed and 

said if there were any difficulties with the applications to report these to her and she would 

contact Oxfordshire Youth.  

AB reported that she had designed a form for reporting any Safeguarding Issues and that she 

would circulate before the next meeting for Trustees’ comments.                                Action AB 
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Safeguarding Training is being held again via Community First on Wednesday 1st December 

from 10.30 – 12.30 pm. AB asked if any Trustees would be interested in attending. Trustees 

felt this was not necessary as AB had attending the last training.  

 

11. Parish Council Minutes – link provided for trustees on Agenda. No comments were made. 

 

12. No questions from the public were received.  

 

13. A.O.B – An enquiry had been passed on to CHAFT from the Parish Council regarding use of 

the football pitch by Stanford FC from September of next year.  ND had made initial contact 

with Stanford FC who suggested that £30 per hour would be a fair fee. He noted that car 

parking would be a problem. ND asked how trustees felt about this. BR was concerned about 

the rabbit holes causing injury. ND said he had mentioned this. MC noted that weekend use 

by a Football Club could limit the use by villagers at a premium time. LG reported that 

Charney Team had folded because the F.A. rules stipulated that onsite parking and onsite 

changing facilities would be necessary for matches to be played. MC also noted that there is 

no lighting. CT was concerned about insurance. ND said that Stanford would need to have 

their own insurance. ND suggested that the request needed to be investigated further. It 

may be that it is needed for training young players and not matches but parking would still 

be problematic. More information is necessary and when this is obtained the issue will be 

brought back to Trustees.                                                                                                       Action ND                                                 

 

14. Management of CHAFT Properties – ND gave a resume of the background to this item. About 

5 years ago CHAFT wished to formalise its safety procedures for the grassland area and play 

park. This gave rise to CHAFT asking the Parish Council questions about the safety of the 

woodland, CWD and the Bridle Path. Clarification was sought via a MOU between the two 

parties which proved a lengthy document. Two years ago, the necessity of felling the Aspens 

made the issues more focused. It was thought the PC owned both the Hall and the Field but 

after research by both parties CHAFT challenged this and employed expert advice showing 

that the PC is Custodian Trustee but that the CHAFT own the properties in Trust for the 

community. 

We now know that CHAFT own the Village Hall, Charney Field, the woodland and the Bridle 

Path and have riparian responsibility for CWD. Unfortunately, the Land Registry Documents 

do not show this. This can be problematic when land searches are done by residents. 

CHAFT underwent a training session with Tessa Hennessy regarding the ongoing 

management of the land parcel as this is now more extensive than previously thought. 

Parish Councillors also attended this meeting. The Trustees were asked prior to this meeting 

if they had any further questions for Tessa Hennessy – no questions were raised.  

Trustees then discussed whether CHAFT should convert to a Charitable Incorporated 

Organisation (CIO) or Remain as a Trust. Also, whether the Governing Document should be 

updated and the Land Registry Documents corrected.  

ND asked each Trustee in turn to give their opinions on these issues. 

LG felt that converting to a CIO would be advantageous as it would give us a chance to clarify 

and possibly change our remit and set up a new Charity to reflect this. It would also avoid 

the PC being caught up in the Custodian Trustee compromising situation and allow them to 

play a fuller part in discussions regarding the development of the Woodland area, CWD and 

the Bridle Path.  
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ND noted that the Governing Document could be changed without converting to a CIO and 

give scope for a more educational use of the properties. He felt that conversion was very 

expensive. As regards personal liability of Trustees – the present Trustee Indemnity 

Insurance of £250,000 could be claimed twice yearly. There would be a lot of work involved 

in setting up as CIO and it would take a long time. It was important to spend time 

modernising the Governing Document and once the PC had received verification from the 

Charity Commission, correcting the Land Registry Document. 

CT also felt that converting to a CIO was a lengthy and expensive process. She felt that the 

Land Registry Documents should be corrected and the Governing Document. She also made 

the point that we don’t have employees and we have a large contingency balance and 

insurance to cover any difficulties with liability.  

AB agreed and felt that the expense of converting to a CIO was not a good use of CHAFT’s 

resources and was concerned about the amount of work entailed.  

ND noted that contracts could be taken out by individuals or through the Parish Council. It is 

possible we may need to employ contractors to clear out the ditch.  

MC wondered whether becoming a CIO would make CHAFT attract more people to become 

Trustees as succession planning is an issue. It would also be useful to be able to take out 

contracts but the contracts we need to take out are not usually that big.  

ND pointed out that we could involve people by changing our Governing Document to allow 

members forming groups such as ‘Friends of the Woodland’. 

DJ still felt it was unclear whether CHAFT were the legal owners of the properties. ND 

reported that we could be confident that we are the legal owners although the Charity 

Commission had not yet replied to the PC. MC stated the CC always took a long time. DJ was 

concerned about taking out contracts as a Trust (individual Trustees have to take them out 

or they can be procured through the PC).  He was also concerned about safety issues and 

liability with contractors and therefore would be in favour of conversion to a CIO. ND replied 

that we would ensure that any contractors used would have their own Public Liability and 

personal safety insurance.  

LG noted that CHAFT has had an employee in the past (a caretaker). She also felt that 

incorporation would future proof our ability to hold contracts if the future PC was not as 

helpful and accommodating as the current one.  

DS said although he was virtually 50:50 on the decision- he did feel the money would be well 

spent on incorporation as the cost of changing the Governing Document could also be quite 

high. He felt that liability is increased now it has become clear that we own the Bridle Path, 

CWD and the woodland. The Land Registry Documents could be changed to make it clearer 

the Charity owns the two properties. Succession planning is an issue, but he was not sure 

whether incorporation would aid or hinder. He felt we could work more closely with PC if we 

incorporated as the areas of responsibility would be more clearly defined. The amount of 

work necessary is an issue and consideration needs to be given as to whether we have the 

time or capacity. On balance he is in favour of incorporation but would be content with 

updating the Governing Document and Land Registry Documents, if that is what the majority 

believed to be the right decision.  

 

AB had received an email from EC who was unable to join the meeting. The gist of this was 

that she did not support incorporation due its cost and felt the Governing Document should 

be updated. MC pointed out that as proxy votes had not been agreed we could not count 

her preference although it was noted.  
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A proposal was made ‘CHAFT resolves to incorporate’ 
proposed LG/ seconded DS  3 in favour LG/DS/DJ  4 against ND/CT/MC/AB  

The majority view is that we are happy to remain as an unincorporated Charity and we need 

to move on to the Governing document and the Land Registry. 

 

A second proposal was made ‘Do we wish to update our Governing Document?’ 
Proposed ND/Seconded LG Agreed unanimously 

A third proposal was made – ‘Do we wish to appoint a small group to look at the Governing 

Document and to take legal advice if necessary with a budget of £1000?’                                         
                                                                                        Proposed ND/Seconded CT Agreed unanimously 

A fourth proposal was made – ‘Do we wish to appoint a small group to look at the best way 

to change the Land Registry Document and to take legal advice with a budget of £500?’  
Proposed ND/Seconded DS Agreed unanimously 

 

ND summarised that CHAFT has voted against incorporation with a split vote. It has 

unanimously decided to appoint a small group of trustees to update our Governing 

Document with a budget of £1000 for any necessary legal advice. It has also agreed 

unanimously to appoint a small group to look at the best way of changing the Land Registry 

Document with a budget of £500 for legal advice bearing in mind that this will not be 

actioned until the PC has obtained confirmation from the Charity Commission regarding the 

land ownership. 

 

ND felt that it made sense for the same group to work on both documents. CT said that she 

had already done work on the Governing Document and would be happy to be part of the 

group. ND and DS also indicated their willingness to part of the group.  

Some discussion was held on when the deadline should be made for this work to be done. 

ND suggested by AGM June/July 2023. CT felt that we should have a shorter time scale than 

this and suggested AGM 2022. MC suggested that an Extraordinary Meeting could be held to 

ratify the changes if it was not ready by June/July 2022. 
 

15. Next meeting – will be held on Wednesday 9th February 2022 at 6.30pm. A decision will be 
made by email nearer the time as to the venue (Village Hall or Zoom) in consideration of 
Covid19 risks. 

   

      Signed  

 

                                                                          Date 

 

 

Minutes submitted by AB on 23.11.21 


